Forward modelling of tree-ring width chronologies from the
Spanish Pyrenees using VS-Lite model
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Introduction
Presently, the most widely used process-based forward model for tree-ring width is the so-called
VS (Vaganov-Shashkin) model, which simulates climate-driven tree-ring growth by means of
simple but non-linear representations of the principle of limiting factors and the cambium cellular
processes involved in tree-ring formation. VS model requires latitude and daily time series of
temperature and precipitation to calculate a daily growth rate function, which is subsequently used
to drive a cellular automaton model that simulates the cambial processes of growth, mitosis,
differentiation and dormancy. VS model has been shown to be skilful modelling the tree-ring
growth response to climate of different conifer species coming from very distinct climate regimes
(Vaganov et al 2006, Evans et al 2006, Shi et al 2008, Touchan et al 2012). In practice, however,
its large number of parameters (>40) makes the tuning procedure time consuming and its
demanding data requirements limit to a considerable extent VS model applicability.
Recently, a simplified version of VS model named VS-Lite - requiring only monthly data, with just
12 parameters and lacking cellular processes representation - was introduced (Tolwinski-Ward et
al 2011). This new tree-ring width forward model, despite its much lower level of complexity as
compared to full VS model, has been shown to skilfully represent climate-driven variability of an
extensive North American tree-ring network. Furthermore, due to its computational affordability and
parameter fewness, it has allowed for systematic calibration schemes. In this work we study the
performance of VS-Lite at simulating a set of 3 chronologies from the Spanish Pyrenees using
several gridded datasets as climate information source.
Data and methods
VS-Lite model
The calculation of the growth rate in VS-Lite model is based on the principle of limiting factors,
represented in the form of the following non-linear equation:
Gr = gE * min(gT,gM)
where Gr is the growth rate and gE, gT and gM stand for non-dimensional growth responses to
insolation, temperature and soil moisture, respectively. gE is estimated as the normalized monthly
mean solar irradiation (neglecting attenuations due to the atmosphere, topography or any other
factor) while gT and gM are given by piecewise linear functions with 2 free parameters (Figure 1.a).
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Figure 1: (a) Functional form of VS-Lite growth responses to temperature and soil moisture.(b) Geographical
position of the chronology sites.

gT can be calculated directly as temperature is an input variable, whereas gM depends on the soil
moisture, which is not given beforehand. In VS-Lite soil moisture is obtained via the “CPC Leaky
bucket model” (Huang et al 1996), which simulates water balance cycle considering precipitation,
evapo-transpiration, surface and subsurface runoff, and groundwater loss. Finally, the obtained
monthly growth rate is integrated over a moving time window, not necessarily 12 months long, and
the annual tree-ring width series this way produced is standardized so as to generate the final
simulated chronology.
In our calculations, the leaky bucket model parameters were set to their default values,
temperature and moisture response parameters were obtained via the Bayesian estimator
provided with the model, and the integration time window used was 16 months long, starting in
September of the previous year. This time window configuration was the one used in TolwinskiWard et al (2011) in their validation experiments, as it contributed to account for the autocorrelation
observed in real tree-ring width series.
Climate and tree-ring data
Monthly temperature and precipitation time series for the studied sites were obtained via bi-lineal
interpolation of several gridded datasets (Table 1). As for tree-ring data, we used 3 ring width
chronologies of Mountain Pine (Pinus uncinata) coming from the Spanish Pyrenees (Figure 1.b),
characterized for their high expressed population signals (Table 2). The similarity between
observed and simulated chronologies was assessed through the calculation of their Pearson
correlation, whose significance, measured by its p-value, was corrected for effective number of
degrees of freedom, so as to take into account the chronologies' autocorrelation.
Table 1: Characteristics of the climate datasets used as input for VS-Lite model.
Database
ERA40
NCEP-NCAR R1
GPCC V5
CRU TS 3.1

Source
ECMWF
NCEP-NCAR
GPCC
CRU

Grid
Regular 1.5°x 1.5°
Gaussian 1.88°
Regular 0.5°x 0.5°
Regular 0.5°x 0.5°

Time Span
1957 - 2002
1948 - 2012
1901 - 2009
1901 - 2009

Gridding Methodology
Reanalysis
Reanalysis
Interpolation
Interpolation

Table 2: Characteristics of the tree-ring width chronologies.
Site
A
B
C

EPS
> 0.95
> 0.91
> 0.97

Cores
68
42
67
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Latitude
42.23
42.32
42.63

Longitude
1.7
0.55
-0.98

Altitude
2100
2400
2135
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Results and Discussion
VS-Lite operation strongly depends on the climate dataset used and the chronology site (Table 3).
Results utilizing ERA40 reanalysis both for temperature and precipitation were satisfactory only at
site A. This performance was greatly improved by using GPCC precipitation data, which is quite
consistent with the well know deficiencies of reanalysis data in terms of precipitation. Simulated
chronologies produced with NCEP/NCAR reanalysis behaved similarly; however, in this case the
correlation increase was considerably smaller which suggests a higher quality of NCEP/NCAR R1
precipitation data. In general, correlation values achieved with the temperature-precipitation
combination ERA40-GPCC V5 were higher than the ones obtained with NCEP/NCAR-GPCC V5,
probably owing to the fact that the models used into ERA40 reanalysis were specially tuned for
Europe. Finally, our outcome using CRU TS 3.1 presented again an improvement when using
GPCC data. Nonetheless, in this case at sites A an B the performance was significantly poorer
than the aforementioned ones.
A particularly robust feature of our results is the apparent poorer performance of VS-Lite at sites B
and C regardless of the climate data set used, which might be attributed to an stronger influence at
these places of non-climatic factors or climate-driven tree-ring growth aspects not properly
captured by VS-Lite. On the other hand, for all 3 sites the highest correlations between modelled
and actual chronologies were obtained using the input data combination ERA40-GPCC V5. For
this combination we also tried to partially consider topographic effects by performing an adiabatic
correction to the temperature values proportional to the elevation difference between the
chronology site and the interpolated grid altitude (0.56°/100m). This attempt, however, was rather
counter-effective probably as a consequence of the crudeness of the lapse rate correction.
Table 3: Pearson correlation between observed and modelled tree-ring width chronologies.
Climate Data
Temperature Precipitation
ERA40
ERA40
ERA40
GPCC V5
NCEP R1
NCEP R1
NCEP R1
GPCC V5
CRU TS 3.1
CRU TS 3.1
CRU TS 3.1
GPCC V5
ERA40*
GPCC V5

Site A
Correlation p-value
0.54
0.054
0.65
0.029
0.46
0.049
0.49
0.038
0.18
0.23
0.21
0.19
0.39
0.055

Site B
Correlation p-value
0.14
0.44
0.018
0.40
0.056
0.40
0.056
0.11
0.26
0.21
0.11
0.38
0.066

Site C
Correlation p-value
0.04
0.34
0.06
0.16
0.36
0.23
0.13
0.26
0.11
0.27
0.064
0.29
0.17

* Temperature value corrected adiabatically for the elevation difference between site and dataset grid.

Figure 2(a) shows actual and simulated chronologies during the time span 1958-1997 for the
aforementioned highest skill combination of temperature-precipitation data. An interesting common
feature of our modelled chronologies is a noticeable shared low-skill period around year 1970,
presumably imputable to a regional phenomena not described by VS-Lite.
Mean growth response plots (Figure 2(b)) indicate that the climate-driven tree-ring growth at site A
was mostly driven by temperature, as the mean response to moisture was always maximum and
therefore never influenced the growth rate. Climate-driven growth at sites B and C, in turn, was
intermittently driven by temperature and moisture, as around August the mean response to
moisture was smaller than the mean response to temperature and accordingly moisture stress
became the growth limiting factor.
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Figure 2: VS-Lite results using temperature data from ERA40 reanalysis and precipitation data from GPCC
database V5. (a) Observed (circles) and simulated (triangles) standardized tree-ring width chronologies (b)
Mean Response Functions to temperature (diamonds) and moisture (crosses).

Conclusion
Despite its very simplified approach to the modelling of climate-driven tree-ring growth, VS-lite was
skilful at simulating tree-ring width chronologies of the Pyrenees area using gridded datasets as
climate input. The best agreement between real and modelled chronologies was obtained using
reanalysis temperature data and interpolated precipitation records.
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